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Universe or Multiverse? 
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Tout à fait abominable! 

Conseil Solvay, Brussels, 1927 
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Design? 
“The emergence of complexity and life in our universe depends delicately on 
a number of seemingly fortuitous features of the physical conditions at the 
Big Bang.”   [Paul Davies, 1993]   
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Primeval atom 

“If we go back in the course of time we find all  
the energy of the universe packed in a few or 
even a unique quantum … the notions of space 
and time would altogether fail to have any 
meaning at the beginning ... “ 
 
 

      [G. Lemaître, 1931] 
 



Quantum origin  
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Cosmic Inflation  
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Temperature = 2.72548 ±0.00003  Kelvin 

PLANCK	  satellite,	  2013	  

Echoes from the Big Bang 



 



Kwantum theorie 

 



Echoes from the Big Bang II 

BICEP	  telescope,	  2014	  

Polarization pattern 

Temperature variations 
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`Realism with a human face’ 
          [Hilary Putnam]  



“Clearly the initial quantum could not conceal in itself the  
whole course of evolution ... The whole story of the world 
need not have been written down in the first quantum like  
the song on a disc of a phonograph ... but may be written  
step by step.” 
 

          [G. Lemaître, 1931] 

Lemaîtres multiverse avant la lettre   



Two levels of existence   

“If my suggestion is correct, the beginning of the world  
happened before the beginning of space and time.” 
 

         [G. Lemaître, 1931] 
 
 
“Even if we do find a complete theory of the multiverse,  
it is just a set of rules and equations.  
What is it that breathes fire into the equations?” 
 

           [S. Hawking, 2014] 
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§  Lemaîtres vision of a primeval atom is alive and well 

§  It is realized in Hawkings quantum state that predicts 
universes with an early phase of cosmic inflation 

 
§  Mapping out and testing our theory of the multiverse is 

a central challenge for cosmology in the 21st century 

 

Conclusion 


